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Abstract
We argue in this paper that deep properties of discourse structure can be revealed by mapping discourse representations to networks and 
analyzing them using tools from network theory. Two talk clarified corpora, C58 and STAC, that have a place with various talk types and dialects 
were looked at and examined. The discourse representations of both corpora were based on a variety of key network indices, which demonstrate 
the distinct network profiles of the two kinds of discourse. In addition, strong tendencies in building or avoiding the construction of discourse 
relations between utterances for permissible three-node discourse subgraphs were illuminated by the discovery of both network motifs and 
antimotifs for the discourse networks in the two corpora. New discourse structure rules based on the properties of the networks that underpin 
discourse representation may emerge as a result of these findings. 
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Introduction
The fact that the second version of the STAC corpus, which includes 

nonlinguistic discourse units and the relationships between them, exhibits similar 
trends in terms of network subgraphs to the first version is another important 
aspect. This suggests that discourse structure is significantly influenced by the 
nonlinguistic context. In computational theories of discourse structure, one of 
the main research objectives has been to determine whether speakers in single-
author texts, monologues and dialogues follow particular discourse coherence 
patterns that could be used to build NLP applications. If you are able to provide 
an answer to this question, you will be able to address another question that is 
of greater theoretical importance and depth, namely how the discourse achieves 
coherence and cohesion.

Literature Review
Discourse relations research is still a hot topic and a number of rather 

sophisticated approaches have been proposed recently. The latest thing in 
endeavoring to respond to this and comparable inquiries in NLP in everyday 
has been to prepare Transformer models and develop the supposed examining 
undertakings to get a more profound comprehension of talk lucidness and union 
by implication. However, although some useful lessons from the formal discourse 
semantic tradition can still be used to extract interpretable semantic properties 
of the discourse from these deep learning models, it still does not appear to be 
possible [1].

In this paper, we expect to zero in on three distinct kinds of recorded 
talk commented on information spreading over two dialects, the single-writer 
composed messages of two day to day papers with huge dissemination in 
Greece that were remembered for the corpus C58 and the multiparty exchange 
messages of the STAC corpus clarified in two phases, bringing about two talk 

explained variants the principal rendition incorporates visit logs (or visit moves) 
kept in a virtual climate during a web based game meeting and the subsequent 
variant incorporates the equivalent multiparty discoursed joined by the messages 
naturally produced by the game programming. These messages place the 
linguistic utterances in the broader nonlinguistic context of usage by describing 
the nonlinguistic events that occur during a game session [2,3].

The accessibility of talk clarified corpora permits us to utilize quantitative 
strategies to nail down the embodiment of talk soundness and attachment 
yet in addition to benefit from the various apparatuses given by the numerical 
field of organization examination [4]. The formal means to construct discourse 
representations that can be mapped to networks that reflect the information flow 
of discourse and reveal hidden properties have been provided by existing formal 
discourse theories. Network edges assume a pivotal part in a talk discourse 
organization. Within the network, they represent the connections or relationships 
between various discourse units, such as utterances or events. The significance 
of organization edges lies in their capacity to catch the stream and elements of 
talk connections [5].

Particularly, network edges make it possible for discourse units to exchange 
information and meaning. They show how information is passed around the 
discourse and how various units are connected to one another. In the discourse 
dialogue, one can follow the progression of ideas, arguments, or conversations 
by following the network edges [6].

Discussion
The discovery of significant network patterns in the corpora's discourse 

representations would imply that speakers engage in discourse using implicit 
strategies, which could indicate that speech acts are related in predictable ways. 
In addition, the network patterns of single-author written texts, multiparty dialogue 
texts and texts written in multiple languages that are traceable would assist in the 
formulation of theoretically driven corollaries related to various discourse types.

The network analysis we present provides significant and surprising insights 
into speakers' preferences for constructing and interpreting discourse structure. It 
is based on two corpora and three datasets that accompany them. The principles 
that underlie the various discourse units and discourse relations utilized in the 
two corpora, C58 and STAC, are discussed in Section 2. A brief description of the 
C58 and STAC compilation and annotation processes can be found in Section 3. 
The mapping of discourse representations to networks, the profile of discourse 
representations using key network indices and the presence of and antimotifs 
for three-node subgraphs in the discourse networks of all three datasets are all 
examined in depth in Section 4. The last segment, summarizes the discoveries 
of this review and offers a progression of hypothetically determined reflections 
connected with the kinds of limitations on talk induction and understanding forced 
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by the talk structure.

Conclusion
The general observation regarding and is that, despite the fact that both 

are regarded as antimotifs for the two STAC discourse networks, there is a clear 
distinction between the two types due to the fact that occurrences of the pattern 
have been recorded in both corpora while the pattern has not been observed. 
However, as was mentioned earlier, even though the presence or absence of 
a particular pattern is fascinating in and of itself, it is not sufficient to classify a 
pattern as a motif or antimotif. an antimotif for the C58 discourse networks as 
well, as previously mentioned; however, since is neither a motif nor an antimotif 
for these discourse networks, our network analysis suggests that the restriction 
above only applies to the dual-cause pattern in both corpora.
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